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ABSTRACT
The present article is dedicated to the problem of verbalization of the concept TOLERANCE in the linguocultures of Great Britain, Germany, Russia and Ukraine. The use of the methodology of concept analysis at the overlapping of linguocultural and linguo-cognitive approaches offered by L. Kompantseva is put forward. The methodology based on the following parameters: semantic analysis of the keyword which nominates the concept; lexical-semantic analysis of systematic links; etymological analysis of the key words; semantic analysis of direct and indirect nominations; interpretive semantic analysis of hyperlinks; interpretive semantic analysis of the contexts; interpretive analysis of associations related to the investigated concept; analysis of the key ideas which determine the investigated concept. Based on associative dictionaries, dictionaries of synonyms and the associative experiment, the synonymic paradigm of the concept has been investigated. The article substantiates the use of the term “thematic group”; common and distinctive thematic groups of synonyms of the concept TOLERANCE verbalizer in the English, German, Russian and Ukrainian linguocultures have been defined, and its component analysis has been held. The associative analysis made it possible to define common and specific thematic groups in the studied linguocultures. The following thematic groups are recognized as specific: “satisfaction”, “reward”, “endurance”, “fortitude”, “impartiality” – English linguoculture; “tranquility”, “right of free movement and residence”, “nobleness”, “generous nature”, “adventerence”, “generosity”, “freedom of actions” – German linguoculture; “gentleness”, “pride”, “freethinking” – Russian linguoculture; “humanity”, “mutual respect”, “mutual understanding”, “mannerliness” – Ukrainian linguoculture. The results of the study demonstrated a disproportion of actualization of the concept TOLERANCE, due to extralinguistic
factors, historical, socio-political, philosophical features of formation of national views of the world.
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**Introduction.** The timeliness of the proposed research is determined by the study of the concept TOLERANCE as a part of the socio-cultural gestalt which defines a constructive vector in the multi-ethnic communication space. In modern discursive practices the concept TOLERANCE acquires topical emphasis as a mean of achieving peace and prevention of conflicts, because lack of the concept TOLERANCE in discourses of the modern society violates the basic principles of its socio-communicative organization: it undermines the principles of democracy, leads to violations of individual and collective human rights. However, high level of tolerance is favourable to the strengthening of the democratic state system, civil society, and national unity. “The concept TOLERANCE can be attributed to basic ideas that shape the image of the state’s information policy” (Kompantseva, 2016: 94)

**Theoretical background.** The concept is the subject of study in many humanitarian sciences: cognitive linguistics (N. Slukhai, O. Snytko, I. Sternin, G. Lakoff), linguocultural studies (I. Holubovska, V. Karasyk, A. Wierzbicka and others), linguistic philosophy (J. Baudrillard, L. Brutian, J. Habermas), sociolinguistics (O. Potebnia, V. Rusanivskyi, E. Sapir, H. Löffler) etc.

L. Kompantseva, the founder of the Ukrainian school of thought investigating Internet communication, offers a methodology of concept analysis at the overlapping of linguo-cultural and linguo-cognitive approaches. The methodology involves determination of the discourse-forming function of concepts in network communications based on the following parameters: 1) semantic analysis of the keyword which nominates the concept; 2) lexical-semantic analysis of systematic links: synonyms and antonyms; 3) etymological analysis of the key words and some lexemes from the synonymic row; 4) semantic analysis of direct (the word in the direct meaning) and indirect (the word in figurative meaning) nominations; 5) determination of semantic relations of concepts with other notions of the virtual culture; 6) interpretive semantic analysis of hyperlinks, where the concept nomination is the keyword; 7) interpretive semantic analysis of the contexts in which the concepts of virtual reality are used; 8) interpretive analysis of associations related to the investigated concept (based on data of an associative experiment, associative dictionary, etc.); 9) interpretive analysis of proverbs associated with the investigated concept; 10) analysis of the key ideas which determine the investigated concept and play a significant role in shaping the sphere of concepts in the virtual space.

**Factual material analysis.** Any concept could be closely dependent on the context, subtext and individual cultural experience of the person. (Gryshchenko, 2016: 80-84). It should be noted that “a subsense is a distinct word meaning that appears to be motivated by usage context: the specific situational context in which the word (and the utterance in which the word is embedded) occurs. However, the distinct sense disappears in other contexts.
This suggests that subsenses lack what Cruse calls full autonomy: the degree of conventionalization that secures relative context-independence and thus identifies distinct senses” (Evans, Green, 2006: 332).

This study was carried out based on the materials of online associative dictionaries which provide synonymic rows and associated words to the lexeme tolerance.

The use of dictionaries of synonyms to establish associative relations is fair, as they register a semantic paradox – “eventually a great number of notions appear as apparent synonyms to each other, which suggests the idea of their real correlation in “life”, their “similarity” (Stepanov, 2004:. 915-916).

The online synonymic dictionary of the English language (The Free Dictionary) provides seven semantic groups of the lexeme tolerance: 1) mindedness: impartiality, liberalty, allowance, variation, magnanimity, lenity, tolerance; 2) endurance: stamina, patience, forbearance, toleration, sufferance, tolerance; 3) clemency: indulgence, leniency, leniency, tolerance, toleration, forbearance; 4) kindness: generosity, benevolence, compassion, magnanimity, tolerance, munificence, open-handedness, charity; 5) condescension: tolerance, sufferance, deference, patronage; 6) gratification: lenience, forbearance, tolerance, understanding, patience, gratifying, indulgence; 7) indulgence: leniency, tolerance, understanding, clemency, patience, mercy, charity (Oxford Learners Dictionary, 1986).


The Department of Psycholinguistics of the Institute of Linguistics, Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS) started a tradition of replenishing the associative dictionary by native speakers in the online mode. An associative experiment was launched on the Internet page of the RAS with the involvement of a large number of recipients in the paradigm of the stimulus-response-frequency. The results of the associative experiment with the stimulus tolerance (Russian Associative Dictionary) can be divided into 7 thematic groups: 1) либеральность: либерализм; 2) нетребовательность: невзыскательность, вольтерьянство, мягкость, снисхождение,
попустительство, снисходительность, тряпичность, потакание, неразборчивость, безпритязательность, скромность, непритязательность, неприхотливость, малотребовательность; 3) свободомыслие: вольномыслие, вольнодумие, вольнодумство, 4) терпение: терпеливость, терпимость, снисхождение, чаша терпения, мука, притерпелость, упорство, настойчивость, долготерпение, многотерпеливость, выдержка; 5) мягкосердечность: приятность, беззлобие, мягкосердечность, беззлобность, бархатистость, размеренность, незлобность, незлобивость, лиризм, незлобие, кротость, легкость, говорчивость, нерезкость, податливость, ласка, уступчивость, плавность, пластичность, нежность, бархатность, пушистость, шелковистость, снисхождение, эластичность, хрупкость, спокойность, женственность, малоупругость, теплота, кротость, ласковость, отзывчивость, покладистость, деликатность, добродушие, доброта, лирика; 6) терпимость: терпение, приемлемость, удовлетворительность, сносность, веротерпимость, снисходительность, снисхождение, небезнадежность, терпеливость; 7) гордовитость: покровительственность, высокомерие, высокомерность, снисхождение, снисходительность (Russian Associative Dictionary).

The study of the data taken from synonymic (Buriachok, 2007), (Martinek, 2007) and associative (Butenko, 1979), (Online Dictionary of the Ukrainian Language) dictionaries of the Ukrainian language has shown that in none of them synonyms and associative rows of the verbalizer of the concept TOLERANCE are registered. Therefore, to determine the features of perception of the verbalizer of the concept TOLERANCE by native Ukrainian language speakers, an interpretive analysis of associations related to the considered concept was held, based on the data of the associative experiment conducted in network resources (https://www.facebook.com/, https://www.hellotalk.com), where 100 persons aged from 18 to 50 participated. The results allowed to determine an associative row to the verbalizer of the concept TOLERANCE: 1) терпимість: терпіння, терпимість, адаптація; 2) стриманість: виваженість, спокійність; 3) поблажливість: поступливість, врівноваженість; 4) взаєморозуміння: безконфліктність, витримка, розуміння, плюралізм; 5) компроміс: консенсус, поступка, ліберальність; 6) взаємоповага: повага, уважність, доброзичливість, ввічливість; 7) людяність: співчуття, доброта, людяність, милосердя, чутливість, примирення; 8) вихованість: щирість, порядність, адекватність, стійкість, рівновага, помірність, лояльність.

Classification and generalization of the experience, distinguishing and description of categories, and their detailed research is the subject of many linguistic studies by such linguists as I. Arnold, L. Vasylyev, M. Kocherhan, G. Ipsen, W. Porzig, J. Trier and others. According to V. Evans and M. Green “a semantic network for a single lexical item consists of multiple related senses might consist of a number of distinct senses that are peripheral and hence not strictly predictable with respect to the prototype, but which are nevertheless motivated by the application of general cognitive mechanisms. In addition, this model predicts the emergence of senses that
are intermediate with respect to the prototype and the peripheral senses” (V. Evans and M. Green, 2006: 332). Then follows Langacker who points out that “there should not be any difference in kind between conceptual structure and semantic structure; there is only a terminological distinction, the former being general the latter specifically linguistic” (Langacker, 1987: 98).

According to the theory of Trier, English lexical, or verbal, fields correspond to the conceptual domains. W. Porzig offered the concept of lexico-syntactical field, i.e. simple relations (valence properties of words) which consist of a verb and a subject or an object, or an adjective and a noun (see – eye) (Vasiliev, 1971). G. Ipsen distinguished lexico-grammatical fields which include etymologically different words, and which as a part of one semantic system acquire common grammatical features. Thus, part of the conceptual view of the world (the combination of spheres of concepts, domains, and concepts) are reflected in the linguistic units of the view of the world, united in lexical-semantic fields (Vasiliev, 1971).

A lexical-semantic group is a combination of words based on the intralingual principle, i.e. a combination based on at least one common lexical paradigmatic seme (or at least one common seme) following the feature of invariance, and which can exist only as a combination of units of one part of speech (Vasiliev, 1971). To lexical-semantic groups belong not only synonymic rows, but also antonymic groups etc., connected by the community of specific system-based relations. Besides, words in lexical-semantic groups can be connected by gender-aspect relations, i.e. they can have hyponymic relations or involve conversion (Kocherhan, 2004); a lexical-themantic group can include lexemes of different notional parts of speech provided they reflect a common sphere of reality, and are specified by the theme of the work, its genre features, as well as by social, temporal and local facts which influence the formation of the author’s individual style (Makar, 2009: 118).

Table 1. Thematic groups of reactions triggered by the stimulus tolerance in the languages of study: contrastive analysis based on the data of lexicographical sources and the associative experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEMATIC GROUPS</th>
<th>*ELC</th>
<th>GLC</th>
<th>RLC</th>
<th>ULC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nobleness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generosity</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual respect</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual understanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endurance, fortitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannerliness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freethinking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pride</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness, heartiness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction, reward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentleness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The associative analysis made it possible to define common and specific thematic groups in the studied linguocultures. The common ones are as follows: “kindness”, “heartiness”, “tolerance” – for English, German, Russian and Ukrainian linguocultures; “leniency” – for English, German and Ukrainian linguocultures; “patience” – for English, German and Russian linguocultures; “forgiveness”, “indulgence”, “pardon”, “mercy” – for English and German linguocultures; “simple tastes”, “liberality” – for German and Russian linguocultures; “restraint” – for German and Ukrainian linguocultures. The following thematic groups are recognized as specific: “satisfaction”, “reward”, “endurance”, “fortitude”, “impartiality” – English linguoculture; “tranquility”, “right of free movement and residence”, “nobleness”, “generous nature”, “adventice”, “generosity”, “freedom of actions” – German linguoculture; “gentleness”, “pride”, “freethinking” – Russian linguoculture; “humanity”, “mutual respect”, “mutual understanding”, “mannerliness” – Ukrainian linguoculture.

**Conclusion.** “The world does not consist of sets of attributes with an equally probable chance of co-occurring. Instead, the world itself has structure, which provides constraints on the kinds of categories that humans represent within the cognitive system” (Evans, V., Green, M., 2006: 265).

The differences of the synonymic paradigm of the concept TOLERANCE in the studied linguocultures are indicative of the disproportion of its actualization in the conceptual national views of the world; this is caused, first of all, by the extralinguistic factors, historical, socio-political, philosophical features of formation of national views of the world. The paradigm of the concept TOLERANCE in the studied linguocultures develops continually, and is replenished by new semantic representations.

Tolerance is being increasingly adopted by the world community as a style of progressive way of thinking. Investigation of problems of tolerance is ranked as a leading one among psycholinguistic researches, as the essence of this phenomenon can be defined only by means of overlapping different...
disciplines. Currently the discourse of tolerance is becoming the tool for manipulating public opinion. Its influence is based on psycholinguistic principles which haven’t been defined by contemporary science to the fullest extent. This very problem constitutes the prospect for further investigation.
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